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1.

The voices
are trying 
to explain to me
tonight
their false philosophy

false philosophy
and so often
they call themselves
angels
among other things
I stress
among other things
not much consistency
except for the nature
of the mind game itself

they have a music box
that spits out riddles
that spits out deception
and they call themselves
angels
among other things

tonight.....
they've been trying
to make their presence
known to me

each hour
it's a different lie

but I'll sleep
just fine
because I know
the words are only ashes

***
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2.

Intruding 
lying 
deceptive spirits

or intruding
lying sprites

or fairies
or goblins

or something
out of
some Black Forest
fairy tale

because it's as strange
and surreal

and revealed
by the lightbulb
of madness

***
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3.

It's another night
where things
are getting 
a little crazy

the spirit oppressors
are hurling voices
at me
like arrows

trying
to slay
any sense of peace
around here

it's my castle
but they don't 
give a shit

this is what
the voices told me
earlier

"we don't give a shit"

if that's their stance
then neither of us
will give a shit

good night

***
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4.

Tonight......
The voices demons
told me
the reason 
this is such 
a shitty situation
is because
I live on 
"a prison planet"

I've heard this one
from them before

this isn't a new one

I remembered this one
upon hearing it
tonight

I guess sticking
to consistent statements
is one step closer
for them
than just spewing
variations of bullshit

***
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5.

January 10, 2019
11:42 pm
the orbs have taken flight
every few moments
one will zoom right by me
voices accompany as well

such bravado
no doubt in my mind
they're just trying
to show off

or think 
they will
freak me out
buzzing me with orbs

the voices
are getting louder
now to

often happens
when it gets later

it's pure escalation
when I'm feeling tired

I can barely 
keep my eyes open

but I can hear
I can hear
an escalation

in my humble home
when it's almost midnight

I'll try and escape
by diving into
temporary oblivion

and sleep
until the morning
imposes on my serene exile



the unfortunate
ball and chain

the damn cycle
the voices
are carrying out

each day 
I'll try and care
less and less

someone
somewhere
won't agree with that
but it's late

so I'm coming
to a complete stop
for the day

and the lightbulb goes out

***
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6.

Voices at midnight
speaking angry words
I approach the isle of silence

***
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7.

When I chose
to listen for spirits
they spoke and remained

***
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8.

At dawn
the voices speaking
yesterday remembered

***
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9.

I think
the voices 
have been trying
to be abusive 
this morning
some days
it's just damn hard
to tell
because even though
I'm hearing
some faint ruckus
in the background
I'm not really listening
not really caring 
not paying 
that much attention
but just making
an educated guess
I'd say they're probably
trying to be abusive
and failing miserably

***
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10.

These voices
are always trying
to tell me
what religion
to be a part of
does it ever stop?
how is that any 
of their concern
I ask?
they may lie
and tell me
what religion
is the "right one"
but then they'll
turn around and say
"there's no religion"
and the flip-flopping
goes on and on 
and it just reaches
a point
that whenever I hear them
say something
I just stare at the walls
because staring at the walls
is much better
than drinking the Kool-Aid

***
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11.

People tell me
to have positive vibes
and that will drive
these spirit attachments
away
I tried it
it didn't work
just like
if masked intruders
broke into your home
positive vibes
wouldn't do a whole lot
of anything
maybe the same rules apply
maybe they're not really spirits
so how the hell do we know
what the rules are?
maybe......
all this positive vibe stuff
is just a way to make ourselves
feel better
because we prefer 
to have some kind of answers
regarding the unknown 
so we'll plug in answers
here and there
and think we have this knowledge
and positive vibes
seem like a nice thing
and intruders in your home
is not such a nice thing

***
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12.

Voices from out of the sky
from out of the wind
a cold winter day

***
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13.

The voices
haven't been saying
anything
new of late
maybe they're all 
out of lies
maybe 
the bag of tricks
is finally empty
I don't even know
what they've been saying
these days
to me
it doesn't seem
creative enough
to hook me on the line
so if I happen
to hear it
I tend to forget it
that quickly
and the days go by
and they just
don't seem
to have much to do
anymore

***
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14.

These voices
just told me that
"spiritual beings
control this planet"

what control?
where's this control?

governments
becoming bickering 
corrupt swamps

the environment 
getting trashed
decimated
destroyed
at a record pace

people indifferent
living in bubbles

what control?

amidst all the
guns
pills
drugs
murder
violence
terrorism
war

where's the control?

fascism
racism
religious extremism

feuding
fighting
bickering

the same old
ball and chain
just with a modern look



new atomic dangers

species going endangered
species going extinct

climate change
denial of climate change
confusion about climate change
arguing about climate change
conspiracies about climate change

massive hurricanes
glaciers melting
Middle East wars

nationalist 
being Nazis

what control?
where's the control?

I'm perplexed
by this one
and this is what happens
when I listen
to the voices

***
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15.

These voices
can be faint
yet clearly there
maybe this is how
these beings
fly under the radar
evade detection
rarely discovered
we're talking about
a presence
so subtle
so faint
in origin
that can gate crash
into a person's life
in big ways
when they make it happen
otherwise
amidst all the noise
of the noisy world
they go unnoticed
undetected
but alway there
these voices
talking to us all

***
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